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Abstract: The Cloud Computing provides an economical and efficient solution for sharing group resource among cloud
user. Unfortunately sharing data in multi owner manner while preserving data and identity privacy from an untreated cloud
is still a challenging issue, due to the frequent change of the membership. The distributed transactional database systems
deployed over cloud servers, entities cooperate to form proofs of authorizations that are justified by collections of certified
credentials. These proofs and credentials may be evaluated and collected over extended time periods under the risk of
having the underlying authorization policies or the user credentials being in inconsistent states. It becomes possible for
policy-based authorization systems to make unsafe decisions that might threaten sensitive resources. In this paper, it defines
the notion of trusted transactions when dealing with proofs of authorization and a secure multi owner data sharing scheme
for dynamic groups in the cloud. By increasing the levels of policy consistency constraints, and present different
enforcement approaches to guarantee the trustworthiness of transactions executing on cloud servers. The Two-Phase
Validation Commit protocol is the solution; it is a modified version of the basic Two-Phase Validation protocols. It finally
analyze the different approaches presented using both analytical evaluation of the overheads and simulations to guide the
decision makers to which approach to use.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Cloud computing is recognized as an
alternative to traditional information technology due to its
intrinsic
resource-sharing
and
low-maintenance
characteristics. In cloud computing, the cloud service
providers (CSPs), such as Amazon, are able to deliver
various services to cloud users with the help of powerful
datacenters. One of the most fundamental services offered
by cloud providers is data storage. If the master moves a
2PVC from one 2PVC server to another, the source 2PVC
server first does a minor compaction on that 2PVC. This
compaction reduces recovery time by reducing the amount
of uncompacted state in the 2PVC server’s commit log.
After finishing this compaction, the 2PVC server stops
serving the 2PVC. Before it actually unloads the 2PVC, the
2PVC server does another minor compaction to eliminate
any remaining uncompacted state in the 2PVC server’s log
that arrived while the first minor compaction was being
performed. After this second minor compaction is complete,
the 2PVC can be loaded on another 2PVC server without
requiring any recovery of log entries. All process in 2PVC
get recorded for the security purposes.

The performance does not increase linearly. For
most benchmarks, there is a significant drop in per-server
throughput when going from 1 to 50 agents. This drop is
caused by imbalance in load in multiple server
configurations, often due to other processes.
• It formalizes the concept of trusted transaction.
Trusted transaction means the transaction must be a
safe transaction.
• While transferring the data it must satisfy the ACID
property.
• It defines several different levels of policy
consistency
constraints
and
corresponding
enforcement approaches that guarantee the
trustworthiness of transactions executing on cloud
servers.
• A Two-Phase Validation Commit (2PVC) protocol
that ensures that a transaction is safe by checking
policy, credential, and data consistency during
transaction execution.
• SHA algorithm also used for trusted transaction
along with 2PVC.
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Then carry out an experimental evaluation of A. Implementing a Safe Transaction
proposed approaches and present a trade off
A safe transaction is a transaction in which the
discussion to guide decision makers as which
both trusted policies and database correct. It describes
approach is most suitable in various situations.
an algorithm that enforces trusted transactions, and then
A transaction is submitted to a Transaction
expands this algorithm to enforce safe transactions. The
Manager (TM) that coordinates its execution. Multiple TMs
algorithm is can be used in two forms 2PV and 2PVC.
could be invoked as the system workload increases for load
balancing, but each transaction is handled by only one TM.
Algorithm-Two Phase Validation (2PV)
1. All the user send ‘Prepare – to – Validate’
2. Wait until the replies from server
3. Identify the Unique Policies
USER
USER 2
4. If the user utilize all policies with Updated
information
5. In any response Failed Then
6. Abort
7. Otherwise
8. Continue
Transaction Managers (TMs)
9. Otherwise all user with old policies
10. Send update to their policies with latest
information of the policies
11. Goto 2
•

DBs and
Policies

DBs and
Policies

DBs and
Policies

Verifiable Trusted Third Parties
(CAs)

The Transaction Manager (TM) will grant permission to
the user based on the latest updated policies. The
comparison was done with the master version of the old
user. This master version may be retrieved only once or each
time Step 3 is invoked. For the former case, collection may
only be executed twice as in the case of view consistency.
Algorithm-Two Phase Validation Commit (2PVC)
1. All the user send ‘Prepare – to – Validate’
2. Wait until the replies from server
3. If any user replies NO for integrity check
4. Abort
5. Identify the Unique Policies
6. If the user utilize all policies with Updated
information
7. In any response Failed Then
8. Abort
9. Otherwise
10. COMMIT
11. Otherwise, for participants with old policies
12. Send “Update” with the largest version number
of each policy
13. Wait for all replies
14. Goto 5

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The transaction are executed over time , the state
information of the credentials and the policies enforced by
different servers are subject to changes at any time instance,
therefore it becomes important to introduce precise
definitions for the different consistency levels that could be
achieved within a transaction’s lifetime. These consistency
models strengthen the trusted transaction definition by
defining the environment in which policy versions are
consistent relative to the rest of the system. Before we do
The TM sends out a Prepare-to-Commit message for a
that, we define a transaction’s view in terms of the different transaction, the participant server has three values to report.
proofs of authorization evaluated during the lifetime of a
1) The YES or NO reply for the satisfaction of
particular transaction
integrity constraints as in 2PC
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2) The TRUE or FALSE reply for the satisfaction
of the proofs of authorizations as in 2PV, and
3) The version number of the policies used to
build the proofs (vi; pi) as in 2PV.
The process given in is for the TM under view
consistency. It is similar to that of 2PV with the exception of
handling the YES or NO reply for integrity constraint
validation and having a decision of COMMIT rather than
CONTINUE. The TM enforces the same behavior as 2PV in
identifying policies inconsistencies and sending the Update
messages. The same changes to 2PV can be made here to
provide global consistency by consulting the master policies
server for the latest policy version.
B. Comparison between 2PV and 2PVC
The 2PV protocol enforces trusted transactions, but
does not enforce safe transactions because it does not
validate any integrity constraints. The Two-Phase Commit
atomic protocol commonly used to enforce integrity
constraints has similar structure as 2PV. The Two-Phase
Validation Commit protocol is the integration of these
protocols into a 2PV. The 2PVC can be used to ensure the
data and policy consistency requirements of safe
transactions. Specifically, 2PVC will evaluate the policies
and authorizations within the first phase itself. In older
version all the checking and commit policies done separately
by that no safe transaction is done. But in 2PVC all process
done in a single attempt so the transaction is done in safe
manner without the data leakages.
ACID property get satisfies in 2PVC in which the
atomicity, consistency and isolation get noted by this the
replications of data in datastore get reduced and no
duplication is done in it. Hence the consistency tradeoffs that
need to be made as a result of the distributed replication of
data in transactional databases are not problematic for
analytical databases.

Manager(TM) must also check for consistency with the user
and the servers which get include in the transaction process.
A variant of the basic 2PV protocol is used during
the transaction execution. For view consistency, the TM
needs to check the version number it receives from each
server with that of in processing server. If they are different,
the transaction aborts due to a consistency violation. At
commit time, all the proofs will have been generated with
consistent policies and only 2PC is invoked. The global
consistency, is the process of the TM needs to validate the
policy versions used against the latest policy version known
by the master policies server to decide whether to abort or
not. At commit time, 2PVC is invoked by the TM to check
the data integrity constraints and verify that the master
policies server has not received any newer policy versions.
The Continuous validation process is done for the
basics of transaction in safe and secure manner. The policy
version is used as identified by the master policy server. By
identifying the policies the authorized user of particular
server alone permitted for performing the transaction based
on that server. Other users get rejected as the unauthorized
user based on their range of data transfer.
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value(s)

Times of Policies updates

Once during operations, once per
participant join, or once at commit
time

Disk read latency

1-3 ms

Disk write latency

12-20 ms

Data integrity constraint verification

1-3 ms

Authorization check delay

1-3 ms

C. Using 2PV and 2PVC Safe Transaction
2PV and 2PVC can be used to enforce each of the
consistency levels. The Deferred and Punctual operations are
Transaction size
Short-> 8-15 operations, Mediumsame .The only difference is that Punctual will return proof
> 16-30 operations , or Long->31evaluations upon executing each query. This is done on a
50 operations
single server, and therefore, does not need 2PVC or 2PV to
distribute the decision. To provide for trusted transactions,
III. ENVIRONMENT SETUP
both require at commit time evaluation at all participants
To understand the performance implications of the
using 2PVC. Incremental Punctual proofs are slightly different approaches. It varied in different
different. As queries are executed and the Transaction
1. Protocol used
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2. Level of consistency desired,
3. Frequency of master policy updates
4. Transaction length and
5. Number of servers available.

used to access the resources. The resources will be allocated
according to the user selected details and the policy will be
updated for the particular user. These policies describe
relationships between the system principles, as well as the
certified credentials that users must provide to attest to their
A. Protocol Used
attributes. In a transactional database system that is deployed
The protocol 2pvc which is used for trusted in a highly distributed and elastic system.
transaction. By satisfying the conditions based on the user
policies the permission get approved for safe transaction. All B. Guilt Agent
process get maintained by the Transaction Manager(TM).
The guilt agent will check the credentials for the
The TM is get acted as an Main server.
particular user for which they have requested. It will cross
check the available resource for the user and give access to
gain information from the particular database. The manager
B. Level of Consistency Desired
ensures
the security privileges for the user and provides a
The randomized transactions were randomly
secure
path
for the clients to access the data policy
composed of database reads and writes with equal
probability. To simulate policy updates at different servers, constraints. The guilt policy-based authorization systems to
the master policy server picks a random participating server protect sensitive resources. In addition to handling
to receive the updates. By maintain the updates the consistency issues among database replicas, we must also
consistency get followed. The replications get avoided in the handle two types of security inconsistency conditions.
datastore (No Duplication) so that data leakages get avoided.
C. Frequency of master policy updates
The master policies get updated for purposes of
validating the user. Every individual user old policy has to
add the more information relate to update data by which no
hacker hack the details of user. With the help of user detail
the hacker tries to modify the data which was uploaded by
particular user.

C. Identifying guilt Agent
Each and every policy will be allocated by the
admin by verifying the available resources which are present
available in the cloud service provider. By allocating each
and every service for the requested users we gain use of the
resource management properly. The policy will be based on
allocating the resource on a sharing basis for the overall
users from a particular user request list. Trusted transactions
are those transactions that do not violate credential or policy
inconsistencies over the lifetime of the transaction. In
several different levels of policy consistency constraints and
corresponding enforcement approaches that guarantee the
trustworthiness of transactions executing on cloud servers.

D. Transaction Length
By calculating the transaction length the users get
identified as wether they was an authorized user or not. The
performances of user get mentioned in the format of graph.
The graph mentions the data rate and time taken to transfer D. Legitimate agent
data to the particular server by an individual user.
The Legitimate Agent has tried to transfer the
account of authorized user. The legitimate agent tries to
E. Number of Server available
upload or modify the data in the cloud storage with the help
The server available list is used to find wether the of the transferred account detail of the authorized user. The
process is performed based on the performance rate of those policy versions should be internally consistent across all
server. If rate get differed then it was noted as the hacker or servers executing the transaction. The view consistency
unwanted user. By noticing the unwanted user the data model is weak in that the policy version agreed upon by the
subset of servers within the transaction may not be the latest
leakage gets reduced.
policy version.
E. Receiver
IV. MODULE DESCRIPTION
If a user has selected only particular resources
A. Distributer
and need to gain more resources for their resource allocation
The user will enter their detail and select the purposes. They need to gain the additional control over the
details. The user created username and password which is resources for his policy and to access the database
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according to the updated credentials policies. The more
resource allocation for the user will be privileged according
to the updated policy.
V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The Construction of large datacenters at low cost
sites using commodity computing, storage, and networking
uncovered the possibility of selling those resources on a payas-you-go model below the costs of many medium-sized
datacenters, while making a profit by statistically
multiplexing among a large group of customers. From the
cloud user’s view, it would be as startling for a new software
start up to build its own datacenter as it would for a
hardware start up to build its own fabrication line. In
addition to startups, many other established organizations
take advantage of the elasticity of Cloud Computing
regularly, including newspapers like the Washington Post,
movie companies like Pixar, and universities like ours. Our
lab has benefited substantially from the ability to complete
research by conference deadlines and adjust resources over
the semester to accommodate course deadlines.
VI. CONCLUSION
It is used simulated workloads to experimentally
evaluate implementations of our proposed consistency
models relative to three core metrics: transaction processing
performance, accuracy and precision (level of agreement
among transaction participants). We found that high
performance comes at a cost: Deferred and Punctual proofs
had minimal overheads, but failed to detect certain types of
consistency problems. The proper handling of outsourced
data. For example, proofs of data possession have been
proposed as a means for clients to ensure that service
providers actually maintain copies of the data that they are
contracted to host. In other works, data replication has been
combined with proofs of irretrievability to provide users
with integrity and consistency guarantees when using cloud
storage.
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